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Notes for Contributors of Post Keynesian Review

Editors

This is a provisional guide for those who would like to submit papers to Post
Keynesian Review, issued by the Japanese Society for Post Keynesian Economics.
In what follows, Post Keynesian Review is abbreviated as PKR.

The content of this guide may be changed without notice.

1. Overall Guidelines

Post Keynesian Review is a peer-reviewed journal, articles of which are posted in
English.

(1) General guidelines:
(a) In publishing articles, the copyright of both authors and the Japanese

Society for Post Keynesian Economics will be attached in the bottom
of the first page of each article.

(b) Articles that are considered for posting in PKR are in principle the ones
that were unpublished in other refereed English journals.

(c) If the submitted article is a revised version of the non-English prototype
that was published locally, the manuscript will be taken up.

(d) Contributors should not make duplicate submission of the manuscript
to other refereed journals.

(e) The manuscript that will be submitted for peer-review should be pre-
pared in the PDF-file format.

(f) Contributors should send their PDF manuscripts in English to the man-
aging editor by email.

(g) At the stage of submission, the contributor needs not to send the source
text files to the managing editor. But, later they should be sent to the
editorial board either in the MS .doc or TEX file format. Be careful not
to include any non-English code in them.

(2) Style of manuscripts
(a) The manuscript should contain the information on authors, their affili-

ation, if available, and full title of the article. These appears in the first
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page. The short title is necessary for the running title. The lengthy in-
formation will be placed at the end of the article, after the Bibliography.

(b) When more than three authors contribute to one article, the first and the
second authors are mentioned.

(c) An abstract within approximately 150 words should accompany the
manuscript.

(d) The keywords should be included, up to 10.
(e) Contributors may list up JEL Classification codes, if they wish, after

the keywords.
(f) Footnotes are permitted, but preferably as few as possible.

(3) Mathematical expressions, graphs, etc.
(a) PKR accepts mathematical articles. Avoid, however, very special no-

tations or symbols that are employed only in professional journals of
mathematics, as much as possible.

(b) Mathematical symbols are mostly italicized by default in PKR.
(c) It is desirable that the mathematical work out will accompany the man-

uscript in order to assist referees. The mathematical work out will not
be published, even if the manuscript is accepted.

(d) Avoid the long mathematical expressions that must be folded, as much
as possible. Rather, employ temporary variables to make description
clear.

(e) In numbering equations, it is preferable that the group numbering such
as .1:1a/ and .1:1b/ is avoided.

(f) Theorems, Propositions, Lemmas etc. are numbered sequentially section-
wise. Proposition 2.2 comes after Lemma 2.1, for instance,

(g) Graphs and diagrams should be drawn as precisely as possible. It is
preferable that contributors attach each of them in separate files.

(h) Colouring is permitted for drawing graphs and diagrams and creating
tables for better readability of the article.

(4) Style of Bibliography
(a) In listing papers and publications, their names and titles should be re-

produced in the same way as published.
(b) Authors’ names should be listed strictly as in the original publication.
(c) The year of publication should be put after authors’ names in parenthe-

ses.
(d) The title of the journal article should be put between quotation marks.
(e) The names of journals and books should be italicized.
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(f) Some examples
Harcourt, G. C.(2006), The Structure of Post-Keynesian Economics, Cam-
bridge University Press.
Keynes, J.M. (1936), The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money,
MacMillan.
Pasinetti, Luige L.(1962), “Rate of Profit and Income Distribution in Relation
to the Rate of Economic Growth,” Review of Economic Studies 29(4), pp.267-
79.
Ricardo, D.[1817](2005), Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, in
Sraffa, P.(ed) The Works and Correspondence of David Ricardo, Vol. 1, Cam-
bridge University Press.
Robinson, J. (1962), Essays in the Theory of Economic Growth, Macmillan.

(5) In listing literatures in the main text, including footnote, they should be
mentioned in the chronological order.

Already posted articles are good examples for preparing manuscripts.

2. LATEX manuscripts

This Guides itself is created by compiling the source TEX file with special style files
of the editorial board. Description about TEX related matters will be made here.

This section concerns manuscript prepared in LATEX in advance.
PKR is created by compiling TEX sources of accepted manuscripts. If the ac-

cepted article is not written in the TEX format, the translation will be made on the
editorial board side. This may take time and posting itself will be delayed.

If authors would like to have earlier posting, it is advised that the LATEX source
should be prepared in advance.

Today, many articles in economics seems to employ a lot of formula, data ex-
hibitions and illustrations. PKR also expects such articles, so that it is important to
realize the best layout of the pages as much as possible for both authors and read-
ers. Editors think that the LATEX(or TEX)-based system gives the best appearance
and readability of contents to readers. Editors place one of the top weights on the
appearance of articles, especially those containing tables and graphs as in the em-
pirical studies or some symbols as in theoretical model analyses. This is why PKR
is published with the LATEX publishing system.

If the contributer creates PDF files from his/her TEX source files, the easiest
way to compile them is to use amsart.cls.

In near future, pkrart.cls will be made open.
Other well-maintained style files found in CTAN may be used by authors.
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For the sake of convenience for contributors who are not yet accustomed to
LATEX, we supply them with the template.tex, as well.
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